The aim of the study was to define the morphometric characteristics of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (AC) cells and identify opportunities to differentiate these tumors based on determination of the morphometric characteristics in order to use the results of research in the diagnosis of cervical cancer. Pap smears with two histopathologically confirmed cervix cancers were used for testing. -6 m (p = 0.00607). The research shows that, despite the presence of statistically significant differences for each morphometric parameter, determination of cancer type cannot be used in the diagnosis.
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Introduction
Cervical cancer is one of the most common cancers found in women [1, 2] and accounts for about 12% of these tumors. Each year there are about 500 thousand new cases of cervical cancer among women. Most cases of cervical cancer occur in developing countries [3] . Particularly in those countries, cervical cancer is a huge health problem. One reason is the lack of a screening program [4] . In developed countries, in spite of the technological progress, 35% of patients are diagnosed with invasive cervical cancer [5] . The two most common types of cervical cancer are squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. Squamous cell carcinoma constitutes 85% of all cases of cervical cancer [6, 7] . Squamous cell carcinoma can be classified according to its invasiveness or degree of differentiation. The incidence of adenocarcinoma has increased over the past four decades [8, 9, 10] . This cancer represents 15-35% of all cases of cervical cancer [11, 12] . The prognosis for adenocarcinoma is worse than for squamous cell carcinoma due to a worse response to radiotherapy and cancerous changes which are difficult to detect [13] . Most cases of cervical cancer are preceded by dysplastic changes with different degrees of progression. These changes involve an increase in the size of the cell nucleus and number of mitotic divisions and structural changes at the tissue and cell level [14, 15] . Dysplastic changes, not always, but change into cervical cancer [14, 16] . The cell nuclei of in situ cancer are pleomorphic. Chromatin is abundant and spread all over the surface of the nuclei. Invasive cancer cells are characterized by a significant increase in pleomorphism. Nuclear membrane of cells has uneven edges. In the nucleus there occurs one or more prominent nucleoli. There are changes in the size and shape of the nucleus, as well as changes to its structure [1] . Morphometry of cells found in cervical smears allows one to assess the size and diameter of cells and their nuclei. The values obtained by measuring morphometric characteristics provide information about anomalies and origin of the cells. The aim of the study is to define the morphometric characteristics of the squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (AC) cells found in cervical smears. Measurements are used to identify opportunities of differentiation of these tumors based on determination of the morphometric characteristics. The aim is also determine whether the research results can be used in the diagnosis of cervical cancer.
Material and methods
The material consisted of cervical smears from the Institute of Pathomorphology Hist.-med. s.c. in Wrocław and was available thanks to the courtesy of Dr. Peter Prajs. Smears with histopathologically certified SCC and AC of the cervix were used for testing. 183 adenocarcinoma cells from four patients were assessed as well as 182 squamous cell carcinoma cells also derived from four patients. Smears were stained by hematoxylin-eosin (HE), Papanicolaou and Shorr methods. The local institutional review board granted approval of the study. Patient's informed consent was not necessary, because samples from the Institute of Pathomorphology Hist. med. s.c. were archival samples. For the morphometric assessment of cancer cells the dotSlide program (Olympus, Poland) was used. Using this program, the parameters of nuclei were measured: diameter, surface area, and circumference. Also analyzed were parameters such as circumference and surface area of the cell; however, due to the "sheets" of cancer cells in specimens, the number of measurements for these parameters was 24, both for squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma cells. Cells were chosen randomly from all over the slides. Cell were viewed and measured under magnification (40×). DotSlide is not only a digital virtual microscope but also an imaging system that later becomes the equivalent of a traditional optical microscope [17] . Statistical analysis was performed using STATISTICA, version 10 (StatSoft, Tulsa, USA). The significance level used in the tests was α = 0.05. Two analyses were applied in testing. The first analysis was used for all the cells of tumors, while in the second analysis cells were divided into smaller groups, which were the individual patients. In the first analysis Student's t-test was used (t-test for independent trials), while in the second the KruskalWallis non-parametric ANOVA was used.
Results
The two cancers were compared by evaluating each morphometric characteristic separately. -6 m (p = 0.00607). In the second analysis, charts and categorized histograms were made. Charts and histograms showed differences between average values of parameters for groups of AC and SCC cancer cells. These differences are determined by the fact that cells come from different patients. Next, the ANOVA test was performed along with post-hoc comparisons indicating significant statistical differences (p = 0.00) between groups (patients). The probability of specifying the right type of cancer based on the cell derived from a patient was calculated on the basis of performed analysis (Table I) . 
A -adenocarcinoma, B -squamous cell carcinoma, Z = (B max -A max)/(A min + B min), p -probability
Discussion
The p-value determined for each parameter in the first analysis was less than 0.05, i.e. the differences are statistically significant. On the basis of the Student t-test and graphs ( Fig. 1-5 ) it can be assumed that differentiation of the two cancers is possible on the basis of each parameter. It is also possible to consider any combination of these parameters. We owe such solid results to the large sample size (without taking into consideration two additional parameters, for which the number of cells is 24). These results cannot be a reason to deduce a specific type of cancer on the basis of a single cell measurement. The graphs show the scatter of the results for both cancers. Adenocarcinoma cells have a greater scatter for all of the parameters. The second analysis aimed to show the allowable possibility of making a mistake when assigning a particular type of cancer to a specific cell. As mentioned earlier, the differences between average values of parameters for groups of AC and SCC cancer cells arise from the fact that the cells come from different patients. The performed analysis shows that the probability of specifying the right type of cancer on the basis of a single parameter is within the limits from 58% to 66%, depending on the parameter. The research shows that, despite the existence of statistically significant differences for each morphometric parameter, determining whether we are dealing with adenocarcinoma or squamous cell cancer is uncertain. The probability of correct determination of the type of cancer is around 60%, and it is not a strong basis for a correct diagnosis. This supports rejecting morphometry as a potential diagnostic method in differentiation of cervical cancer and its application in diagnostics of this tumor.
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